The Library Project

The following titles have been donated to the Denver Public Library by The International Dyslexia Association – Rocky Mountain Branch and are available for checkout. Region-wide circulation of the materials can be requested through the inter-library loan program.

Adams, M. *Beginning to Read*

Appleton-Smith, L.: *Frank the Fish Gets Wet. Jen’s Best Gift Ever. Marvin’s Trip to Mars. Meg and Jim’s Sled Trip. Shep the Sheep of Caladeen. The Sunset Pond*

Barkley, R.: *ADHD and the Nature of Self-Control*

Blevins, W.: *Phonics from A to Z & Building Fluency: Lessons and Strategies for Reading Success*

Birsh, J.: *Multisensory Teaching of Basic Language Skills*

Cardoni, B. *Living with a Learning Disability*

Clark, D. and Uhry, J.: *Dyslexia: Theory and Practice of Remedial Instruction*

Corcoran, J.: *The Teacher Who Couldn’t Read*

Cullinan, B.: *Read to Me: Raising Kids Who Love to Read*

Ennis William Cosby Foundation: *Ennis’ Gift, Video*

Hall, S. and Moats, L.: *Straight Talk About Reading*


Henry, M. and Buckley, S.: *Dyslexia: Samuel T. Orton and His Legacy*

Hurford, D.: *To Read or Not to Read*

Goldstein, S.: *Why Won’t My Child Pay Attention*

Green, V. and Enfield, M.: *Phonology Multisensory Strategies, video*
Ingersoll, B. and Goldstein, S.: *Attention Deficit Disorder and Learning Disabilities: Realities, Myths and Controversial Treatments*


Jensen, E.: *Teaching with the Brain in Mind*

Knight, J.: *Starting Over, Reading Program*


LaVoie, R. *How Hard Can This Be*. video


Moats, L.: *Speech to Print*

National Reading Panel. *Teaching Children to Read*, video

Osman, B.: *Learning Disabilities: A Family Affair*

Pennington, B.: *Diagnosing Learning Disabilities*

Richard, G. and Russell, J.: *The Source for ADD/ADHD, Attention Deficit Disorder and Attention Deficit/Hyperactivity Disorder*

Richards, R.: *The Source for Dyslexia and Dysgraphia & The Source for Learning and Memory Strategies*

Sanders, M.: *Understanding Dyslexia and the Reading Process*

Shaywitz, S.: *Overcoming Dyslexia*, compact disc, audio cassette and book

Silver, L.: *The Misunderstood Child*

Silver, L. and Hagin, R.: *Disorders of Learning in Childhood*

Smith, C.: *Learning Disabilities*

Thompson, S.: *The Source for Nonverbal Learning Disorders*

Tovani, C.: *I Read It, But I Don’t Get It*


Van den Honert, D.: *Reading from Scratch*, Reading Program

WGBH Boston.: *Misunderstood Minds*, video

**What Children Need in Order to Read**, video

Winkler, H. and Oliver, L.: *Hank Zipzer, I Got a D in Salami*, audio cassette;

*Hank Zipzer, Niagara Falls, or Does It?*, audio cassette